The reduction of raw materials into particulate form using grinding mills is an energy and cost intensive task. Optimization of grinding processes is not trivial as obtaining information on the dynamics of media in the mill via experimental means is extremely difficult due to the harsh environment inside, thus computational modeling is the most feasible option to obtain information on the dynamics of the media. However the computational cost of modeling each particle is high, resulting in the shape of the media being approximated by simple shapes and in most cases a reduction in the size of the mill. Even with these simplifications typical simulations take many weeks to months to complete making it unfeasible for quick design prototyping and process optimization. In the last decade the Graphical Processor Unit (GPU) has enabled large scale simulations of tens of millions of spheres in ball mills using the Blaze-DEM GPU code. Recently this code was expanded to provide detailed contact detection for polyhedra using the volume overlap method which is the most accurate approach amongst commercial and academic codes. In this study we firstly validate the code against experiment for polyhedral both as well as spherical particles. We then perform a number of simulations to study the effect of particle shape, in particular angularity and aspect ratio. We clearly demonstrate the importance of accurate particle shape representation in mill simulations by comparing charge profile, power draw and force network for various polyhedra approximations against spheres.
Introduction
Milling Size reduction of granular media is a common task in a large number of industries ranging from the formation of powders in pharmaceutical to the grinding of ore in the minerals processing industry. Owing to the harsh environment when a mill is operation obtaining information on the dynamics of the material inside is very difficult. This lack of information makes the design and optimization of mills a difficult and bespoke process, relying on rule-of-thumb or adhoc design and operation patterns that have not changed in decades. While lab scale experiments can provide some information on the power draw and profile of material inside the mill, information on the forces and stresses that the media is subjected to cannot be readily obtained. Furthermore there is no guarantee that the design characteristics in a lab device scales to an industrial device. Granular material is free form in nature and cannot be described in a closed form solution for more than a few idealized scenarios. Thus direct numerical simulation on the particle scale is required, for which the Discrete Element Method (DEM) is the most popular [1, 2, 3, 4] .
Milling Process Autogenous and Semi-autogenous (AG/SAG) mills are universally deployed in many mining operations. The standard practice is a single autogenous mill or semi-autogenous mill followed by a pair of ball mills which grinds the run-of-mine ore to a size suitable for flotation. AG/SAG mills produce a product size that is suitable for finish grinding in a ball mill, stirred media mill or a vertical mill. These mills can accomplish the size reduction task of two stages of crushing and screening. Hence, they find numerous applications in the mining industry. Both AG and SAG mills receive ore feed directly from a belt conveyor. Hence, the maximum size of ore is only limited by the conveying capacity of the belt conveyor. The ore size can be as high as 25-35 cm, as one would expect, these naturally occurring ore are random in shape and size [5, 6] .
In AG mills due to the competency of the ore, larger particles break upon impact, and smaller particles are ground by compressive and attrition forces generated in the tumbling action. In SAG mills, in addition to self-breakage of the ore particles, the grinding balls cause additional breakage. Essentially in these mills which are as large as 9.76 to 12.2 meters in diameter, the grinding action occurs in a system of irregular ore particles and spherical grinding balls, besides impact and attrition grinding also occurs by chipping of sharp edges. Furthermore, weakening of the larger ore particles occurs as internal damage accumulated during repeated impacts. It is well known that notable influences on mill performance include the mill properties such as lifter, liner, grate operating conditions (speed and fill level) and charge characteristics such as particle shape, angularity, aspect ratio.
Although simulations have predominantly focused on spherical particles [3, 5, 7] , particle shape is increasingly being recognized as being important to consider during experimental investigations [8] , as well as simulation based investigations. It is also important to take note of some recent studies that aim to quantify particle breakage or particle shape change during mill operations [4] . In addition, ball charge may also deform over time as depicted in Figure 1 (d). During milling particles with high angularity (see Figure 1 (a) and (c) are worn over time (see Figure 1 (b)), due to impacts with other particles and ball charge to be less angular due to high speed impact, abrasion, chipping and nipping of small particles between large particles [4] . As a consequence, particles are often represented as superquadrics [4] that ultimately lack well defined angular edges for particles. However the initial ore feed into a mill has well-defined angular edges as well as newly broken particles inside the milling operation.
Motivation While there have been numerous studies on lifter design power draw, wear and grinding etc, these studies have been limited in the number of particles simulating just spheres or simple superquadrics owing to the large computational cost associated with the DEM. This study intends to quantify the importance of particle shape with defined angular edges experimentally, and demonstrate that polyhedral shape representations are sufficient to capture well defined angular edges. This is achieved by validating our implementation against experiment for cubic and spherical particles at the university of Utah. 
Overview of DEM Computing
Established discrete element software frameworks rely mostly on multi-core central processing unit (CPUs) computing platforms [9] on which the number of polyhedral particles that can be simulated in a realistic time frame on typical workstations is limited. The largest DEM computational simulations to date of polyhedra have been done by the group at the University of Illinois using the code BLOCKS3D [10] . Seung et.al reported in his PhD thesis [11] that a one second simulation of a million polyhedral particles would require 18 months wall time. In this thesis an impulse based method similar to what is used in gaming was proposed that require 8.5 days wall time. However such an approach disregards most of the physics that is required for a scientific study and is not considered robust enough for use in engineering applications. Mack et al. simulated 322 polyhedra [12] while Hohner et. al used a few thousand polyhedra particles.
In the last decade the Graphics Processor Unit (GPU) has become increasingly important as an alternative computational platform for discrete element simulations [13, 14] . The GPU has allowed for simulations of tens of millions of particles to be performed within a realistic computing time frame and financial budget [15, 16, 6, 17, 18] . Although the GPU has numerous advantages it also presents various challenges to implementations of the DEM. The complexity of resolving contact for non-trivial particle shapes like polyhedra poses particular challenges on the GPU due to the divergent nature of polyhedral contacts as well as contact models requiring history. This is a result of the limited computational complexity and memory restrictions on the GPU. Although the GPU is an ideal match for DEM simulations the current learning curve associated with GPU development is high as the technology is fairly new and rapidly changing when compared to traditional CPU development. Even with this increased computational capacity majority of the effort has been directed to spherical particles on the GPU [9, 17, 18, 19] 
Overview of BlazeDEM
The BlazeDEM-GPU framework allows for efficient representation and computation of poly-disperse systems for both spherical and polyhedral (convex and non-convex) shaped particles as depicted in Figure 2 . A key feature of the framework is the geometry can be represented using typical CAD geometry (STL format) or computationally and memory efficient representations called "world" and "volume" objects where possible. "World objects" are planar representations (where any number of vertices can make up a surface) that have two faces joining such that it does not form a convex edge or primitives such as cylinders, cones, etc as opposed to a triangle only STL mesh depicted in Figure 3 (a) or a collection of particles as in Figure  3 (b) [19, 20, 18] . Finally "volume objects" allow for convex representations with edges and can be considered as polyhedra, which by default do not move under the influence of other particles, however they can deform which allows for surface wear to be captured geometrically. 3(c) depicts the representation in Blaze-DEM of a mill where the surface is a analytical world object (cylinder) and the lifters are "volume objects". A number of industrial devices can be represented using a combination of world and volume objects allowing for memory and computational efficiency. Note: regular STL files can be combined with volume and world objects as depicted in 3(d) where the back end of the mill and pulp lifters are modeled with an STL while the shell and lifters are world and volume objects respectively. The method used to determine the contact points between a particle and surface is termed as a "ray-tracing approach" [15, 21] in BlazeDEM-GPU since it is a parallel method where independent rays ( computational threads ) one from each vertex for polyhedra or the COM (Center Of Mass) for sphere is used to check if there is contact with the surface and return subsequent contact information. While this approach is common practice in computer graphics applications its application to DEM for polyhedra particles to the best of the authors knowledge is not wide spread. Since polyhedra are represented as just a collection of surfaces, the same approach is used [21] to determine the contact points between polyhedra. This approach requires basic algebraic operations and is not iterative like the common-plane approach and hence well suited to the GPU.
The details of all the contact algorithms can be found in [15, 21, 22] here we just provide the modifications for polyhedral particle contact which is relevant to this study as this is computationally the most expensive part of a DEM simulation accounting for as much as 90% of the total simulation time (polyhedra). Note: BlazeDEM-GPU is able to use multiple GPUs on the same node with an efficiency of 90 % for four GPUs this excellent scaling is due to the use of a novel data transfer algorithm which allows us to hide most of the data transfer costs by overlapping computation with memory transfer.
Contact overview
In general, contact between particles is first detected using an efficient strategy during the "broad phase" identifying potential contact pairs which are resolved during a computationally more demanding narrow phase to establish whether two particles are actually in contact and if so determine some measure from which the the resulting force direction and magnitude can be computed. The "broad phase" and "narrow phase" for spherical and convex polyhedral particles differ as depicted in Figure 4 . The broad phase for spherical and polyhedral shaped particles follow a similar broad phase hashing strategy such as Morton codes. Identified contact particle groups are then directly resolved in a narrow phase for spherical particles to establish contact pairs and ultimately contact measures to calculate force directions and magnitudes. In turn, for convex polyhedral particles the broad phase is followed by an intermediate phase using some bounding primitive to detect contact more accurately than the broad-phase with a much cheaper query than a full contact check as depicted in Figure 4 (b). This is followed by a narrow phase to establish contact pairs and ultimately contact measures to calculate force directions and magnitudes. These forces are estimated in various ways the most popular been the penetration distance approach [23, 24, 25] where contact is done in various cases such as vertex-face, edge-edge and face-face contact.
Alternatively, the forces can be estimated from the overlapping volume [23, 26, 27] , which is the measure we compute exactly in BlazeDEM on GPU architectures. Our current state of the art convex polyhedra contact resolution implementation in BlazeDEM-GPU resolves the overlap volume of two intersecting polyhedra that is significantly harder than finding the overlap distance. The benefit being that it does allow for both the direction and magnitude to be resolved following an energy-conserving contact interaction scheme [28] . We outline the steps involved in computing the overlap volume by considering the intersection of two polyhedral cubes as depicted in Figures 5(a) 
-(b).
It is important to note that the intersection volume between two intersecting polyhedra is given by the convex hull formed using the vertices at the intersections between the polyhedral edges and surfaces [29] . The first step is to find the intersecting vertices as depicted in Figure 5 (a), where after we define the surfaces that form the convex hull of the overlap volume. The surface normal n Aj i for each surface A j of the convex hull defined is depicted in Figure 5 (b).
To further our understanding consider the contact volume in isolation as depicted in Figure 5 (a). The surfaces of this volume is formed by the external surface of one polyhedra that is internal in the other polyhedra. We therefore need to identify which surfaces are internal to which body to ensure that we can compute the associated direction of the reaction force n f i on particle i. Once the surfaces have been affiliated with a respective particle as shown in Figure 5(b) , where each color (red and green) is identified with a polyhedral particle. The resultant force is computed by integrating over the surface normals for the contact area as shown by the black lines. The resultant force and surface normals for each particle is respectively depicted in Figures 5(c) and (d) . Lastly, two additional contact volume properties that needs to be computed the contact Volume V and the COM of the contact volume as it will be required to resolve the elastic contact force. Since, both V and COM changes between contacts it is required to compute them efficiently on the GPU. The divergence theoremV
allows us to transform the volume integral of an object with volume V into the surface integral around the boundary surface S(V ) of the volume with outward-pointing normal. This can be done by appropriately choosing any vector field F(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) that has a divergence of 1 i.e. ∇ · F = 1. This then gives the volume ‹
as a surface integral. As an alternative, the contact volume can be computed by breaking the volume into tetrahedra for which efficient closed form expressions exist in computing volumetric and inertial properties [30] . Once, these quantities have been computed we calculate the reaction force direction as
which acts on particle i as shown respectively in Figures 5(a) and (b) for the two particles. Here, the direction of the reaction forces are respectively indicated by the dashed and solid black lines. In addition, the computed reaction force acts through the COM of the overlap volume, while the magnitude of the reaction force in turn is proportional to the volume V of the contact volume.
Normal Contact The overlap volume ∆V and contact normal are resolved exactly for two polyhedral shaped particles in contact as depicted, while for spheres it is just the relative overlap δ. Specifically, a Kelvin-Voigt linear viscoelastic spring dashpot for rigid (hard) particles is considered. This results in an elastic force that stores energy and a dissipative force that dissipates energy given by
where K n is the spring stiffness N m (note for spheres ∆V 1/3 = δ) , n the normal direction along which the force acts, C n the damping coefficient ( N s m ) where and V R the relative velocity between the contacting particles,
is the viscous damping coefficient, n the normal at contact, is the coefficient of restitution and m eff = (
is the effective mass of the particles. The contact time t contact is determined by the properties of the material and is chosen such that physical quantities of interest (such as energy) are conserved during integration for the typical range of velocities observed in the simulations [31, 18, 32] . For all simulations in this study we use a contact time equivalent to at-least 10 time steps.
Tangent Contact Tangential contact between particles are resolved using the Cundall Stark tangential model and is coupled to the normal force through Coulomb's law. The initial tangential force is computed as the sum of the tangential spring force and a tangential viscous force
where F T is the previous tangent force projected onto the current tangential plane, K T the tangential spring stiffness and is typically set to be at least
the tangential damping coefficient, and V T the relative tangential velocity. Note: We use the history dependent Cundall Stark model for the tangential force which is to the best of the authors knowledge the first time that this has been implemented on GPUs in an academic study.
Power Calculation
The power drawn by a mill is largely determined by the dynamics of the charge within the mill thus we can obtain a good estimate of the power required by analyzing the energy loss mechanisms in a DEM simulation which is standard practice for such simulations. The total energy consumed by a mill is simply the net sum of the energy dissipated through contacts
where K is the number of contacts and x is the distance which the force acts. Here F dash is given by the disspative normal and tangential forces as defined in Equations 5 and 7 respectively. Thus the power consumed can be estimated by Power = E diss t where t is the duration over which we wish to calculate the power.
Experimental validation of GPU DEM
The Blaze-DEM framework has been previously validated against experiment for hoppers with spheres and polyhedra [22] as well as spheres in ball mills [33] . In this paper we validate the volume based contact method for polyhedra in ball mills as well as bi-disperse spherical particles using the incremental spring tangent model that was absent in previous works owing to the challenges of efficiently implementing contact history on the GPU.
Setup
To validate our code we used a laboratory scale slice mill having a diameter of 90 cm and length of 15 cm with eight steel square or wooden trapezoidal lifters as depicted in Figure 3 .1. The media in the mill was either steel balls (2, 1.5, 0.50, 0.25 inches) with a density of 7850kg.m −3 or 1 inch aluminum cubes having a density of 2800 kg.m −3 . Furthermore the mill is fitted with a torque sensor to provide power information and Plexiglas front to capture the charge motion. Table 1 contains the parameters used for case 1 and 2. We found that changing the stiffness parameter and time step value has little effect on the charge profile which is inline with other studies provided the spring stiffness and time step are numerically stable. Thus in addition to a maximum relative overlap of 2.5% we also require stiffness values that allow for at least 10 steps for a contact. Table 1 : Simulation parameters for DEM validation simulations of AL cubes, (PP) indicates particle-particle and (PW) indicates particle-wall settings.
Validation for polyhedral particles
Case 1 : 1200 1 inch aluminum cubes, SQ Lifters 14 RPM Figure 7 (a) depicts the experiment at steady state with Figure 7 (b) depicting the DEM profile colored by velocity. We see a good match between the two with the shoulder, belly and toe positions in good agreement, the mean power with experiment was found to be 463 W ±9 while the value predicted by DEM was 484 W ±7 which is slightly higher due to the slightly higher belly position. It should also be noted that due to the additional degree of freedom from rotation we expect slight variations even at steady state.
(a) (b) Figure 7 : (a) Experimental and (b) DEM results at steady state for aluminum cubes at 14 RPM.
Case 2 : 1200 1 inch aluminum cubes, SQ Lifters 22 RPM We now increase the speed to 22 RPM to see if we can capture the change using the same parameters, we again see a good match between the two with DEM again have a slightly higher shoulder position. The mean power with experiment was found to be 761 W ±11 while the value predicted by DEM was 781 W ±9. 
Validation for spherical particles
We now validate the code for spherical particles, in particular we do this for poly-disperse simulations which is a stronger of test of the code comparing the power draw and charge profiles at steady state. The parameters for the steel balls as well as the numerical only study in Section 4 is listed in Table 2 : Simulation parameters for case 3-4 and Section 4 simulations ,(PP) indicates particle-particle and (PW) indicates particle-wall settings. Case 5: 3609 (0.5 inch) and 46508 (0.25 inch) balls, 15 Deg Lifters 32 RPM We now decrease the size of the particle so than we can get a better understanding on the ability of the code to predict macroscopic behavior. The power draw from experiment is 685 W ±6 while the predicted from DEM is 704 W. This is due to DEM having a slightly lower shoulder resulting in a lower belly and higher toe position than experiment. However both the power draw and charge profile are well within acceptable values.
(a) (b) 
Effect of Particle Shape
Now that we have validated our contact method for polyhedra we gauge the effect of particle shape on power draw and charge profile. The particles considered in this study are depicted in Figure 4 , where particles have increasing angularity, symmetry and aspect ratios keeping the volume constant. Polyhedral shaped particles are modeled with full angularity as opposed to the clumped sphere and superquadric approximations. Table  3 lists the geometric and mass properties for the various particles used including bounding radius , volume, aspect ratio, mass and surface area. The aspect ratios (maximum and minimum extend in any direction) of the particles varied between 1 and 6.68, while all the particles had similar masses within 3% giving a total mass of approximately 47 kg per particle system. The drum rotated at 32 RPM and was simulated up to 15s of simulation time.
Computational Performance One of the biggest challenges of the DEM is the computational run-time of simulations. However the GPU-based code Blaze-DEM that we use is one of the fastest codes for spherical particles and polyhedral particles [21, 22] . In this study the 15s simulation of 32 thousand spheres took 5 minutes of a single GTX Titan X card while the polyhedra took 25 minutes on 4 GPUs in the slowest case (high aspect ratio hexagonal prism particle). In the case of these mill simulations the speed difference verses polyhedra is around 25, however it should be noted the number of contacts is much higher for the polyhedral particles which is which effects the computational time in addition to the number of particles. Our multi-gpu implementation is also highly efficient with an almost linear scaling to 4 GPUs for polyhedra. Figures4(a) -(e). The Biluna and HexPrism now have the largest dead zones. In turn the Cube and TTet have similarly defined dead zones, while the Sphere particle system has the least defined dead zone. The implication is that the abrasion characteristics between particle systems will differs significantly. It is evident that the Cube particles still mainly impact after the bulk toe with the mill shell, whilst the other particle systems mainly impact before the bulk toe on the particle cascade. Consider the particles feeding from the lifter into the cascading zone, it is clear that the Biluna and HexPrism particle systems are closely related, while the TTet particle system has a slightly higher build up against the mill wall. The build up from the cascade region to the mill wall for the Sphere and Cube particle systems are significantly higher due to the regular packing of the particles. The feed slope for the Sphere particle system is also much steeper due to the ordered packing collapsing from the wall onto the cascade, while the Cube particle system tends to interlock before collapsing. Overall Power The power draw and dissipation characteristics for the various particle systems are given in Table4. The total power draw as well as the power dissipation profile for different interaction modes are listed in Table 4 . These include normal interactions between particles (PartN), normal interactions between particles and lifter (LiftN) and the mill shell, shear between particles (PartS), shear between particles. Note all power values are the average of 5 simulations for each case where the initial packing of the polyhedra was varied, we only noticed a variation of 1.2% in the most extreme case at steady state. We omitted the lifter shear and shell shear as the values where in all cases < 10 W.
The largest total power is drawn by the Cube particle system, which in the context of the considered velocities profiles makes sense. For the Cube particle system the bulk of the particles is lifted much higher, in addition to particles interacting the mill shell behind the toe of the particle cascade. The TTet, HexPrism and Mix particle systems have similar total power draw requirements (variations of 15 W) and required 14% less than the Cube particle system. In turn, the Sphere particle system had the lowest power requirements and required 27% less total power draw than the Cube particle system. The Biluna particle system required the least total power draw of all the polyhedral particle systems, which is 21% less than the Cube particle system. The Biluna particle system is also the least angular (most spherical) polyhedral particle system resulting in a lower power draw. Additional insight into the power dissipation of the particle systems can be gained by considering the shear and normal power contributions.
Normal and Shear Power Listed in Table4 are the normal and shear particle-particle (PartN and PartS) dissipation's, normal particle-lifter (LiftN) dissipation and the normal particle-shell dissipation (ShellN). The Cube particle system has the highest normal particle-particle dissipation's as well as the the highest normal particle-shell dissipation. The normal particle-particle dissipation for the Cube system is three times more than the Sphere particle system, in fact, the Cube particle system has very little shear dissipation between particles less than half of any other particle system. In turn, the shear dissipation between particles is dominated by the Sphere particle system, which is 34% more than the particle system with the second highest shear dissipation between particles, namely the TTet particle system. The normal impacts with the shell is dominated by the Cube particle system as the particles impact behind the toe of the particle cascade, the Cube particle system dissipation for particle-lifter interactions is 35% more than the second highest dissipation namely the Biluna particle system. Of the polyhedral particle systems the Biluna has the lowest normal power dissipation between particles, which is as a result of the lower angularity of this particle w.r.t. to the other particles resulting in a particle cascade that is more reminiscent to rolling than tumbling. The Sphere particle system dissipates the most power w.r.t. the particle-lifter interactions. TTet  375  214  87  42  27  Biluna  332  169  66  53  38  HexPrism  360  216  68  44  29  Mix  350  200  70  41  32   Table 4 : Power dissipation for the various particle systems after 3.75 seconds for one revolution.
An alternative quantification to the total power is to consider the percentage power of the total power that is dissipated by the various modes of dissipation as listed in Table 4 . It is evident that the Cube, TTet, HexPrism and Mix particle systems dissipate at least 57% of their total power as normal interactions between particles, while the Biluna and Sphere particle systems dissipate less than 51% of their power in that mode. For the Cube system shear interactions dissipated only 7% of the total power, while for the other particle systems shear interactions contributed between 19% and 38% of the total dissipated power. The Sphere particle system dissipates 21% of its power w.r.t. the particle-lifter interactions, which becomes evident when exploring the particle lifter interactions w.r.t the force chain network.
Particle Shape \ Units (%) % PartN % PartS % LiftN % ShellN  Sphere  32  38  21  9  Cube  68  7  8  15  TTet  57  23  11  7  Biluna  51  20  16  11  HexPrism  60  19  12  8  Mix  57  20  12  9   Table 5 : Percentage power dissipation w.r.t. total power dissipation for the various particle systems after 3.75 seconds for one revolution.
Force Chain Network Consider the Sphere and Cube force chain networks respectively depicted in Figures  4(a)-(b) and Figures 4(c)-(d) . The front and bottom side (five o'clock) views are shown. It is evident that both the Sphere and Cube particle system result in regular ordered packing's due to the symmetries of these two particle systems. In adaptation, the forces between the sphere and the lifters are the largest for the sphere particle system due to the force network and more uniform for the Cube particle system. The particle cascade for the Sphere has a fuller belly than the Cube particle system, which is also evident from the velocity profiles. As a result of this the Sphere particle system has a much denser network of force chains. The associated force chain network for the various polyhedral particle systems are depicted in Figures 4(a) -(j) from the side and bottom five o'clock vantage points. The well developed and ordered force chain network for the Cube particle system is evident from the bottom five o'clock view as depicted in 4(b). Similarly, but with lower intensity is the force network for the Biluna particle system depicted in 4 (f). Additionally, from the side view it is evident that the Cube particle system has a much wider developed force chain network extending from just below 9 o'clock to 1 o'clock, while the other networks extend from 7 o'clock to 2 o'clock. This is also why the cascade for the Cube network is smaller than the other networks. Also, it is evident that the TTet network is the densest throughout the cascade. Differences in force networks evidently result in differences in the number of contacts as well as the the energies associated with these contacts. Normal and Shear Energy Spectra Lastly we therefore quantify the differences between the various particle systems is to plot the number of contacts for different normal and shear energies, respectively denoted normal and shear energy spectra, as depicted in Figures 4(a) and (b) . For both plots, the number of contacts are normalized with respect to the Sphere particle system. At high normal energies all polyhedral (Cube, TTet, Biluna HexPrism) and the Mix particle systems have between two and four times more number of contacts than the Sphere particle system. This is evident from the tumbling nature of particles in polyhedral particle systems with respect to the rolling nature of spheres in the Sphere particle systems. In addition, the Biluna particle system has its lowest number of contacts associated with the lowest normal energy, while the TTet particle system has its highest energy associated with the highest normal energy. For intermediate energies all particle systems have more contacts than the Sphere particle systems except the Hex and Biluna particle systems. At high shear energies the TTet, Biluna, HexPrism and Mix particle systems have more number of contacts than the Sphere particle system. The Cube particle system has on average around the same number of contacts than the Sphere particle system. The shear energy spectra for the TTet, Biluna and Mix particle systems are very similar, while the Hex and Cube particle systems have distinct shear energy spectra. The TTet particle system has the largest shear energy spectra. Figure 16 : The number of contacts around different (a) normal and (b) shear energies, respectively denoted normal and shear energy spectra, for the various particle shapes considered in this study, which include Cube, TTet, Biluna, HexPrism and Mix. For both plots, the number of contacts are normalized with respect to the Sphere particle system.
Conclusion
The influence of particle shape on total power draw, power dissipation, energy spectra and velocity profiles have been demonstrated. Particle shape can result in 25% difference in total power draw for a ball mill / tumbling mill operation. The Cube particle systems dissipate around 420 W, while the Sphere particle system dissipates around 300 W. Significant differences in power dissipation mechanisms influenced by particle shape was also highlighted e.g. Cube, TTet, HexPrism and Mix particle systems dissipate at least 57% of their total power as normal interactions between particles, while the Biluna and Sphere particle systems dissipate less than 51% of their power in that mode. For the Cube system shear interactions dissipated only 7% of the total power, while for the Sphere, TTet, Biluna, HexPrism and Mix particle systems the shear interactions contributed between 19% and 38% of the total power dissipated. This study again highlights the importance of considering accurate representations of particle shape in comminution applications.
